Literature-based
Nature Programs
Each program is $100 plus
mileage. Programs are offered
Tuesdays through Saturdays
throughout the year, between
the hours of 9:00AM and
3:00PM.

2010

Cancellations require a one week
notice. Weather cancellations
will be rescheduled.
Contact Todd Russo at (860)
496-0741 in New Hartford, CT
for booking and more
information.

Forest Woods
Nature Programs

Te l : 8 60 49 6 07 4 1
E ma il : for e s t w o o ds np@ ch a r t e r.ne t
Website: www.forestwoodsnp.org

Program Details
Schedule a 45 minute program
featuring a story with interactive
audience participation. The
stories are followed by a visit
with an animal or nature related
activity. Programs are for
families with young children.

“The Best Nest”
By P. D. Eastman

“Bear Snores On”
By Karma Wilson

A charming book about how and why
animals build their nests where they do.
See some actual nests and learn about the
animals that built them.

This is a story about a hibernating
bear that will not wake up for his
friends. Learn about what animals do
to survive through our winter months.

AVAILABLE STORIES:

Join a chicken who roams a farm to find
out who made the sound it heard. Meet a
chicken and learn about what it is like to
care for them.

“Are You My Mother”
By P. D. Eastman
This classic story is about a baby
bird that falls from its nest. It
teaches nature and life lessons in a
very fun way.

“The Lonely Scarecrow”
By Tim Preston
How does a scarecrow with no friends
become the most popular character in a
farmer’s field? Meet a scarecrow and an
animal that may be frightened by one.

“The Very Hungry Caterpillar”
By Eric Carle
This very popular book depicts a
growing caterpillar and its
metamorphosis. After the story
there will be a fun hands-on activity,
a little game and discussion.

“Who Said Moo?”
By Harriet Ziefert and Sims Taback

“Those Darn Squirrels”
By Adam Rubin
This is a new funny story about a man who
is trying to keep squirrels away from his
bird feeders. A quick lesson on how to
have a backyard bird feeding station
follows.

“The Giving Tree”
By Shel Silverstein
Once a tree starts to grow, it will never die
unless you let it. The tree in this story
lives on even when it is cut down. See
how to reuse wood in our everyday lives.

